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I am in the middle of a several day seminar for UU ministers: Preaching and Worship for 

the Future Church and the Future of Church. It has me thinking deeply about the future 

of church on the large scale and in the long term, but also in the very immediate context 

of this congregation. How can I best preach and lead for the future of this church as you 

take steps toward calling your next minister and so your future? 

 

Would that I had a 12-point plan to hand to you, or at the very least seven wise and 

essential insights to offer here at the six month mark, but clarity comes to me at its own 

pace. I’m getting closer to such things, however, and I look forward to conversation at 

this board meeting as you continue to clarify goals.  

 

Wes Davis and Susan Stone have agreed to join Jim Key and Nancy Stroupe on the 

Transition Ministry Team.  

 

I will continue to work with the Worship Committee (now chaired with insight and heart 

by Ben Sellers) toward vital, vibrant, high quality and relevant worship. This is core for 

me, my home base. 

 

I am recognizing a need now to support Membership efforts to connect with first time 

visitors, returning guests and new members, and to be attentive to the minister’s role 

therein. As I said last month, getting people in the door is not the challenge at this point, 

it is attending to them well once they are here. I would like to give this extra attention in 

March, and my seminar is giving me helpful food for thought. Good database software is 

becoming increasingly important. I’ve encouraged Gary to go exploring to discern 

available options, but given his limited hours, may need to seek support for that search. 

 

I would like to facilitate one more history workshop/event in March or early April, one 

that gives people a chance to dig into UUFB history and their memories more deeply. 

This will inform an updating of the Fellowship’s written history in time for Laura 

Towne’s birthday in May. 

 

In April I expect to focus my preaching and other efforts toward the congregation’s sense 

of identity. Saturday, April 4 could be a good identity workshop day. 

 

In late April and early May I’m imagining turning the focus to the congregation’s vision 

for it’s future. The first weekend of May, Laura Towne’s birthday weekend could be a 

good visioning workshop weekend.  

 

June I see as a month to shore up the central storage of information in the Fellowship 

office and online, as a search team is chosen and starts to work.  

 

For the record, since the January Board meeting:   

 the Welcoming Congregation committee has come to life,  

 I officiated a legal Same-sex wedding for a couple not associated with the 

congregation, (I consider events like this outreach on behalf of the congregation.)  

 the Board retreated with Frank. I look forward to building on that learning. 



 the Love Your Muslim Neighbor series with St Mark’s has been unfolding,  

 27+ UUFB folks marched or rode in the MLK Parade,  

 an effort to strengthen and update Neighborhood circles is underway, 

 88 people attended the service on January 11, 

 and the first Final Friday film showed, complete with fresh popcorn.  

 

Also on the list for me:  

 Supporting the search process  

 Supporting the development of the Right Relations Process.  

 Convening the people who expressed an interest in Life-long learning 

 Deepening the use of musicians and musical resources, mentoring the Music 

Director 

 Supporting the Mosaic team 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Rev. Kevin Tarsa 


